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1. OBSAH A CÍL PRÁCE (stručná informace o práci, formulace cíle): 
In his thesis, Tomáš Vlach examines the recent legalization of cannabis for recreational 
purposes in Colorado. The author notes that while popular referenda in individual U.S. states 
are consistent with the federal distribution of powers, referenda aiming at legalizing non-
medical cannabis represent a problem for the federal government, because the U.S. 
government is a signatory of a number of international treaties that declare cannabis illegal. 
Legalization of recreational marihuana is thus a good example of a clash between the power 
of the states and the federal government, which the author subjects to analysis. In order to 
uphold its international obligations, the federal government was forced to make choices 
about its legal options. For the time being, Washington decided to respect the choices of the 
state of Colorado and its citizens, however, it forced Denver to implement a robust 
regulatory framework, which would e.g. prevent growing, consumption or distribution on 
federal land, protect minors from having access to cannabis etc. In other words, the federal 
government tried hard to uphold the federal principle while at the same time distance itself 
from the legalization in order to uphold the requirements of international treaties. 
The author analyzes the regulatory framework implemented in Colorado and evaluates 
whether it is in a conflict with conditions established by the federal government. The goal of 
his work is the following: 
 1./ analyze the inconsistency between international, federal and state law with respect to 
cannabis control.  
2./ examine the federal approach towards legalization on state level. In this part, Colorado´s 
framework of non-medical cannabis legalization serves as a case study.  
3./ answer the question whether or not Colorado´s regulatory framework is in line or 
violates the requirements of the federal regulatory framework.  
 
2. VĚCNÉ ZPRACOVÁNÍ (náročnost, tvůrčí přístup, argumentace, logická struktura, teoretické 

a metodologické ukotvení, práce s prameny a literaturou, vhodnost příloh apod.): 
The author selected an interesting, contemporary topic. Colorado´s approach towards 
cannabis legalization is worth studying because it provides one possible prescription for 
cannabis legalization, which may soon be copied by other states. Once quantitative data will 
be available, lessons learnt from Colorado can be implemented elsewhere.  
The work is logically organized and the author identifies, describes and analyzes the major 
issues, such as the discrepancy between international/federal and state law and the risks for 
U.S. international obligations emerging from cannabis legalization on state level, federal 
government´s reaction to Colorado´s referendum approving legalization of cannabis for 



recreational purposes via the so-called Cole Memo, which established conditions that must 
be fulfilled by Colorado in order for the U.S. government to “maintain the pretense” of 
upholding international treaties (chapter 1). In chapter 2, the author analyzes regulatory 
framework implemented by Colorado and its shortcomings. In Chapter 3, the author 
introduces the so-called Eight Ps policy design, which represents a form of a guidance for 
entities that are considering legalization of cannabis. The Eight PS model shows what factors 
must be considered in order to implement the legalization right – i.e. price setting, level of 
taxation, distribution options, access options etc. While the author pledges that “policy 
design choices, assessed on the basis of the eight Ps model, are analyzed with respect to the 
law enforcement requirements that are included in the Cole Memorandum,”  he successfully 
breaks down Colorado’ s policy design into those eight categories,  but does not fully link it 
to the Cole Memorandum.  
 
3. FORMÁLNÍ A JAZYKOVÉ ZPRACOVÁNÍ (jazykový projev, správnost citace a odkazů na 

literaturu, grafická úprava, formální náležitosti práce apod.): 
The thesis is well-written, although proof-reading and redacting work would help to increase 
the quality – some formulations are a bit fuzzy and there are a few typos.  The footnotes 
generally follow the norm, with a few exceptions: on p. 33, footnotes 112 and 113 have no 
content, on p. 23, footnotes 68 and 69 should be merged into one footnote, and the same 
applies for p. 28 and footnotes 84 and 85. The secondary sources in the bibliography could 
have been divided further into groups such as books, academic articles etc. On p. 21, the 
author claims that the “10th amendment emphasizes that the federal government cannot 
force state or local governments to act against their will”. However, this statement is slightly 
misleading, as it offers interpretation of the 10th amendment, not its wording.  
 
4. STRUČNÝ KOMENTÁŘ HODNOTITELE (celkový dojem z bakalářské práce, silné a slabé 

stránky, originalita myšlenek, naplnění cíle apod.): 
The author selected a highly interesting topic that has not been studied in such depth in the 
Czech Republic. While Colorado serves as a pilot for recreational cannabis legalization, its 
lessons learnt will most likely be used in other states that are considering taking the same 
path. The thesis is well thought-over, its structure and logic are clear. The author explains 
well the controversies that arise from legalization as he moves from the international level 
to the level of federal government and the state governments. He also explains the 
limitations of the federal government to intervene with Colorado’s decision. The use of the 
Eight Ps model helps to understand the choices Colorado made with respect to the policy 
design of its recreational cannabis legalization. The only weak spot is the application of the 
Eight Ps model in order to evaluate the fulfilling of the Cole memorandum. Here, the 
author´s argumentation is not entirely persuasive, which may be due to the fact that the 
Eight Ps should serve as a policy design model for states implementing policies following 
legalization of cannabis, while the Cole Memorandum rather represents a guidance and 
priorities for federal prosecutors operating in states that had legalized medical or other adult 
use of cannabis. If my understanding is correct, I see only few overlapping areas – in other 
words, the author offers an evaluation of the fulfilling of the Cole Memo requirements, but 
is not able to match all the 8Ps categories with the Memorandum.  
 
 



5. SPOLUPRÁCE S VEDOUCÍM PRÁCE (komunikace s vedoucím práce, schopnost reflektovat 
připomínky, posun od původního záměru apod.) 

The author consulted his work regularly and his thesis improved greatly through the 
rewriting process.  
 
6. OTÁZKY A PŘIPOMÍNKY DOPORUČENÉ K BLIŽŠÍMU VYSVĚTLENÍ PŘI OBHAJOBĚ (jedna až 
tři): 
You mention that Congress should reconsider whether cannabis is to be illegal or not, given 
the fact that many states are considering legalization. How would this impact the U.S. 
international obligations?  
 
7. DOPORUČENÍ / NEDOPORUČENÍ K OBHAJOBĚ A NAVRHOVANÁ ZNÁMKA 
 (výborně, velmi dobře, dobře, nevyhověl):  
The thesis fulfills all the requirements for Master´s theses and is recommended for defense. I 
propose grade excellent to very good.  
 
16.  června 2015     Podpis:  Jana Sehnálková 
 
 
 

Pozn.: Hodnocení pište k jednotlivým bodům, pokud nepíšete v textovém editoru, použijte při nedostatku místa zadní stranu 

nebo přiložený list. V hodnocení práce se pokuste oddělit ty její nedostatky, které jsou, podle vašeho mínění, obhajobou 

neodstranitelné (např. chybí kritické zhodnocení pramenů a literatury), od těch věcí, které student může dobrou obhajobou 

napravit; poměr těchto dvou položek berte prosím v úvahu při stanovení konečné známky. 


